
 

 

 

  
 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun with 3M™ Bulk Spray Adhesives  
  
 
 
There are many different options regarding spray equipment for spraying 3M™ Bulk Spray 
Adhesives. There are also some very simple spray systems for doing short demonstrations 
for potential users or smaller applications in industry. To keep this as straight forward as 
possible, below is one example of a 3M spray system tested and found to adequately 
apply 3M™ Bulk Spray Adhesives from a gravity cup. For larger jobs there is also an 
option to connect to a pressure/bulk feed supply such as a pressure pot or low-pressure 
pump (<50psi) provided you need more material than a one or more spray cups which is 
explained further in the document.  
 
3M™ Performance Spray Gun GRAVITY Applications:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Helpful Content for the 3M™ Performance Spray Gun 26878 • 26778 • 26832 & 3M™ 

PPS™ Series 2.0 Spray Cups 26000 
 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun Product Overview 

3M™ PPS™ Series 2.0 Setup 

 
Other helpful content 

 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun – Adjusting the settings 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun – Tips and Tricks 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun can be set 

up for use in gravity applications with a 

wide range of coatings including 3M™ 

Bulk Spray Adhesives. This easy-to-clean 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun has 

simple-to-use replaceable atomizing 

heads which can speed up both cleaning 

and changeovers for different coating 

and adhesive viscosities. The spray gun is 

made from a durable and lightweight 

composite material with an emphasis on 

ergonomics. The atomizing heads (aka 

nozzles) directly connect with the 3M™ 

PPS™ Series 2.0 Spray Cups which are 

available in 5 different sizes. The 

Performance Spray Gun can be used with 

almost all 3M™ Bulk Spray Adhesives. 
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https://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/1903129O/3m-performance-spray-gun-collision-kit-contents-assembly.mp4
https://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/1903066O/3m-performance-spray-gun-collision-pps-series-2-0-set-up.mp4
https://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/1903063O/3m-performance-spray-gun-collision-adjusting-the-settings.mp4
https://multimedia.3m.com/mws/media/1903068O/3m-performance-spray-gun-collision-tips-and-tricks.mp4


 

 

Initial Setting Recommendations1: 

 

Below is a table that shows some helpful spray gun adjustment settings for the 3M™ Bulk 
Spray Adhesives with the 3M™ Performance Spray Gun (PSG) for gravity applications. 
The following information is only a starting point, as technicians will be able to dial in the 
spray gun to their preferred style of application1. For the purposes of these 
recommendations, a workable spray pattern was targeted to be approximately 6” tall at 8” 
from the substrate utilizing a size 1.8 (26718) gravity atomizing head. Before setting the 
spray gun to the recommendations, close the air valve, fluid knob, and fan knob by 
rotating them fully clockwise until they bottom out. 
 

 
 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun Gravity Initial Settings – 1.8 Tip 
IATD Adhesive Solvent/ Water Fan, turns out Fluid, Turns out Air, PSI 

70 Solvent Base 1 2 30 

74 Solvent Base 1/2 1 1/2 40 

77 Solvent Base 1 2 1/2 20 

90 Solvent Base 1/2 2 30 

94 CA Solvent Base 1/2 2 30 

94 ET Solvent Base 1/2 2 30 

1357 Solvent Base 1 2 40 

4491 Solvent Base 1 4 40 

30NF Water Base 1 2 2 

FB 49 Water Base 1 3 35 

FB 100NF Water Base 1 1/2 1 1/2 20 

FT 1000NF Water Base 3 3 30 

Setting the Air Pressure: 

Make sure you are pulling the trigger on the PSG while setting the air pressure, this is a dynamic pressure 

reading, not static. In order to deliver adequate air, you will need to have a compressor sized appropriately to 

deliver ~13CFM of air or greater.  

Fan Knob: 

Each setting refers to rotating fan knob outward from the 

fully closed position the number of full rotations listed in 

the table. 

Fluid Knob: 

This setting refers to rotating the fluid knob outward from 

the fully closed position the number of full rotations listed 

in the table. If the technician is more comfortable 

feathering the trigger, that can also be done rather than 

restricting trigger travel with the fluid knob. 

 

1These settings are starting points for the target pattern, which was described above, each user will have their own desired pattern 

and the spray gun can be adjusted accordingly to optimize the performance for their application. 



 

 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun PRESSURE Applications1:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun can also be 

set up for use in pressure applications with 

a wide range of coatings including 3M™ 

Bulk Spray Adhesives. This easy-to-clean 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun has simple-

to-use replaceable atomizing heads which 

can speed up both cleaning and 

changeovers for different coating and 

adhesive viscosities. The spray gun is made 

from a durable and lightweight composite 

material with an emphasis on ergonomics. 

The pressure whip allows for connection of 

pressure fed atomizing heads to 

pressurized coating lines. The Performance 

Spray Gun can be used with all one-

component 3M™ Bulk Spray Adhesives. 

Setting the Air Pressure: 

Make sure you are pulling the trigger on the PSG while setting the 

air pressure, this is a dynamic pressure reading, not static. In order 

to deliver adequate air, you will need to have a compressor sized 

appropriately to deliver ~13CFM of air or greater.  

Fan Knob: 

Each setting refers to rotating fan knob outward from the 

fully closed position the number of full rotations listed in the 

table. 

Fluid Knob: 

This setting refers to rotating the fluid knob outward from the 

fully closed position the number of full rotations listed in the 

table. If the technician is more comfortable feathering the 

trigger, that can also be done rather than restricting trigger 

travel with the fluid knob. 

 

1These settings are starting points for the target pattern, which was described above, each user will have their own desired pattern 

and the spray gun can be adjusted accordingly to optimize the performance for their application. 

Setting the Fluid Pressure: 

This setting is made at the source; ie 

pressure pot or low-pressure pump.  



 

 

Pressure-Fed Initial Setting Recommendations: 
 
When applying enough material to warrant a larger supply of adhesive materials, pressure 
pots or low-pressure pump systems can be used (<50psi). The same settings apply for 
pressure fed applications as they do for gravity feed, but there is also a new adjustment 
unique to pressure-fed applications controlling the amount of pressure delivering the fluid, 
which is adhesive in this case. As was mentioned with gravity applications, these are only 
starting points and the technician can optimize their settings for their application1. A size 
1.8 (26818) pressure fluid tip was used for all adhesives. Due to the nature of pressurized 
fluid lines, pressure can drop with hose length and elevation changes relative to the 
pressure-fed supply. For this reason, the flow rate2 is also shown as a target for initial 
settings. If the user would like more material or less material, they are able to optimize this 
new setting as well.  
 
Note:  Some adhesives have two different desired pattern styles.  
These spray patterns are described as either: 

1. Web – which is best described by several adhesive strings being launched from the 
spray gun to ultimately look like a spider web when properly coated on the 
substrate. To achieve this, you generally operate at a lower atomizing air pressure. 

2. Pebble – which is best described by droplets of adhesive atomized from the spray 
gun. The resulting coating looks like an even distribution of droplets all across the 
substrate. 

 

3M™ Performance Spray Gun Pressure-fed Initial Settings – 1.8 Tip 
IATD 

Adhesive 

Solvent/ 

Water 

Fan, 

turns out 

Fluid, 

Turns out 

Fluid 

Pressure, PSI Air, PSI 

Flow rate3, 

fl oz/min 

70 Solvent Base 1 2 5 20 12 

74 Solvent Base 1 2 7 20 10 

77 Solvent Base  1/2 2 5 25 9 

90 Solvent Base 1 1 5 20 10 

94 CA Solvent Base  1/2 2 9 30W-50P3 10 

94 ET Solvent Base  1/2 2 9 30W-50P3 10 

1357 Solvent Base 2 1 9 60+ 9 

4491 Solvent Base 2 1 6 60+ 4 

30NF Water Base 1 2 4 25 6 

FB 49 Water Base 1  1.5 9  25 7 

FB 100NF Water Base 1 2 3 25 7 

FT 1000NF Water Base  1  2 8  20   7 

 

 

1These settings are starting points for the target pattern, which was described above, each user will have their own desired 

pattern and the spray gun can be adjusted accordingly to optimize the performance for their application. 

2Flow rate was measured at the settings shown at the same elevation with a 6-foot-long ¼” diameter fluid hose 

3The W stands for web style patterns; The P stands for pebble style pattern. 



 

 

 

Technical Information The technical information, recommendations, and other statements contained in this 

document are based upon tests or experience that 3M believes are reliable, but the 

accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed. 

 

Product Selection and 

Use 

Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control 

can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application. As a 

result, customer is solely responsible for proper evaluation (including, but not limited to, 

fitness for purpose and suitability of application), selection, and use of 3M products. 

Safety products should always be selected and used in accordance with all applicable 

regulations and standards (e.g., OSHA, ANSI, and others), after conducting a proper 

hazard assessment. Failure to properly evaluate, select, and use a 3M product may 

result in injury, sickness, death, and/or harm to property. Dispose of used atomizing 

heads, residual paint/coatings, used containers/materials, and PPS in accordance with 

local regulations. 

Warranty, Limited 

Remedy, and Disclaimer 

Unless a different warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product 

packaging or product literature (in which case such warranty governs), 3M warrants that 

each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships 

the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR 

IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR 

CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR 

ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM, OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M 

product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 

3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. 

Limitation of Liability Except for the limited remedy stated above, and except to the extent prohibited by law, 

3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether 

direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential (including, but not limited to, lost 

profits or business opportunity), regardless of the legal or equitable theory asserted, 

including, but not limited to, warranty, contract, negligence, or strict liability. 3M and 

PPS are trademarks of 3M Company. All other trademarks are property of their 

respective owners. Please recycle. Printed in USA. © 3M 2020. All rights reserved.  

 IS  O  9 0 01: 2 00 0  

0  Industrial Adhesives and Tapes Division product was manufactured under a 3M quality system registered to ISO 9001: 2000 standards. 

3M and PPS are trademarks of 3M Company. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. © 3M 2020. All rights reserved. 
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